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CALL FOR CONTRIBUTIONS

Editor: Dr. Hanh thi Nguyen
Aim and Scope: The TESOL Working Paper Series is published by the TESOL Program at Hawai‘i
Pacifc niversity is dedicated to the dissemination o academic work  on topics related to the teaching
and learning o second languages, with specifc emphasis on the teaching o English to speak ers o
other languages. Papers included in the Series should be relevant to theoretical and practical issues in
second language teaching and contribute to current and uture teachers’ understanding o theory and
practice in second language teaching. The Series publishes papers in the ollowing categories:
• original empirical research with implications or teaching
• critical and synthesized literature reviews with practical teaching applications
• reflective essays bringing together theory and practice
• original and practical ideas or teaching in the orm o lesson plans or teaching materials
• book  reviews
Distribution: The TESOL Working Paper Series is published online on the website o the Department o
English & Applied Linguistics. It is released annually in December. The Series is listed with HP ’s
Library and indexed in Google’s Scholar. The Series is licensed under the Creative Commons
Attribution-Noncommercial-No Derivative Work s 3.0 nited States License. The Series does not
charge publication ee.
Paper Formatting: Papers submitted to the Series must be well written, ree o language errors, and
strictly ollow the APA style o ormatting (see Purdue’s Online Writing Lab). Papers should be 5,0007,000 words. Essays and book  reviews should be around 3,000 words. Teaching materials or lesson
plans may vary in length.
Submission Deadlines: There are two deadlines per year, January 31st and September 15th. Please
send your paper as an email attachment to Dr. Hanh Nguyen at hnguyen@hpu.edu.
Decision: The editor o the Series, together with the TESOL aculty, mak es fnal publication decisions
based on the scope and quality o the submitted paper and subsequent revisions.

